Investing the Templeton Way: The Market-Beating Strategies of Value Investing's Legendary Bargain Hunter, Lauren C. Templeton, Scott Phillips, McGraw Hill Professional, 2008, 0071545638, 9780071545631, 276 pages. “To buy when others are despondently selling and to sell when others are avidly buying requires the greatest fortitude and pays the greatest ultimate rewards.” Sir John Templeton

Called the “greatest stock picker of the century” by Money magazine, legendary fund manager Sir John Templeton is revered as one of the world’s premiere value investors, widely known for pioneering global investing and out-performing the stock market over a five-decade span. Investing the Templeton Way provides a never-before-seen glimpse into Sir John’s timeless principles and methods. Beginning with a review of the methods behind Sir John’s proven investment selection process, Investing the Templeton Way provides historical examples of his most successful trades and explains how today’s investors can apply Sir John’s winning approaches to their own portfolios. Detailing his most well-known principle investing at the point of maximum pessimism—this book outlines the techniques Sir John has used throughout his career to identify such points and capitalize on them. Among the lessons to be learned: Discover how to keep a cool head when other investors overreact to bad news Become a bargain stock hunter like Sir John—buy the stocks emotional sellers wish to unload and sell them what they are desperate to buy Search worldwide to expand your bargain inventory Protect your portfolio from yourself through diversification Rely on quantitative versus qualitative reasoning when it comes to selecting stocks Adopt a virtuous investment strategy that will endure in all market conditions.
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Shoestring investing made e-z, John Santosuosso, 2000, Business & Economics, 308 pages. Start with little money and make a lot of money. Build more wealth with smaller investments—through strategic investing. All the secrets from America’s top investor show you....

The 7 Deadly Sins of Investing How to Conquer Your Worst Impulses and Save Your Financial Future, Maury Fertig, 2006, Business & Economics, 214 pages. “Are you a sinner when it comes to investing? During his long and successful career at Salomon Brothers, Maury Fertig witnessed many smart people making very bad investment....

How to Make Money in Stocks Getting Started: A Guide to Putting CAN SLIM Concepts Into Action, Matthew Galgani, May 21, 2013, Business & Economics, 256 pages. The #1 GROWTH STRATEGY for stock investing D2D,NSTo be a successful investor, start with the basics and stick to the rules. MattD2D,â,a,cs book shows you how to do that. It may be the....


The Adjustment, Scott Phillips, Aug 1, 2011, FICTION, 224 pages. Returning veteran Wayne Ogden has trouble adjusting to civilian life back in Wichita, Kansas, and begins receiving poison pen letters hinting at his secret wartime past..


The 25 Habits of Highly Successful Investors How to Invest for Profit in Today’s Changing Markets, Peter Sander, Jan 18, 2013, Business & Economics, 256 pages. The definitive guide to investing in today’s market! Especially after the wild ride that began in the fall of 2008, individual stock investing has become far more challenging....

The research driven investor how to use information, data, and analysis for investment success, Timothy Hayes, 2001, Business & Economics, 305 pages. The editor of "Investment Strategy" shows how individual investors can access institutional-quality tools, data, and indicators and consistently beat the market. Hayes presents ....

The Leader Who Had No Title A Modern Fable on Real Success in Business and in Life, Robin Sharma, Mar 23, 2010, Business & Economics, 224 pages. From The Monk Who Sold His Ferrari author comes an inspiring parable about the skills needed to excel in career and life..